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Have you ever felt like there is something that is holding you back at the micros? Do you feel like there are bad 

players everywhere but for some reason you can’t seem to turn a consistent profit against them? 

If so then this guide is for you.  

The first thing that you are probably asking yourself though is why should you listen to me? Well let me quickly 

introduce myself. My name is Nathan Williams but I am better known in the online poker world as “BlackRain79”. 

I am one of the biggest winners of all time at the micro stakes online cash games. Here are just some of my 

results before rakeback: 

 

Win rates are in Big Bets/100. Double them for Big Blinds/100.  
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I am also a long time instructor at the video training site DragTheBar. I am a regular contributor to the strategy 

section over at Pokernews.com. And lastly, I am the author of the popular micro stakes strategy books, 

“Crushing the Microstakes” and “Modern Small Stakes.”  

 

My Poker Story  
Now I would love to give you some rags to riches story about how I struggled for years with online poker and 

then finally had a “light bulb moment” that turned everything around for me. The reality though is that I had a lot 

of success right from the very beginning.  

After a brief stint with play money, in early 2005 I started working my way up the micros beginning at the very 

lowest stakes, 1c/2c. I had no clue what I was doing back then. My only real strategy was to “play tight”. 

However I slowly improved by spending massive amounts of time playing and studying the game. 

In April of 2007 I made the decision to turn professional because in just a few hours each night playing online 

poker I was making twice or more what I made all day at my job.  

Fast forward to 2015 and I now live what some might call “the dream” working from various exotic locations 

around the world and spending most of the year based in Thailand. Online poker has given me what I consider 

to be the greatest freedom there is:  

To live my life on my own terms. 

Now I do want to re-iterate that I have been involved with online poker for a long time. There are no overnight 

success stories in this game and the results that I have achieved have been the by-product of a huge amount of 

hard work and discipline.  

http://www.blackrain79.com/p/book.html
http://www.blackrain79.com/p/modern-small-stakes.html
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Also, I came up during the mid 00’s which some people refer to as “The Golden Era” of online poker. This is 

because the games during this period were quite a bit easier than they are today.  

However, I do still manage to consistently turn big profits at the micros even in the so called “tough” games of 

today by applying the simple strategies that I am going to outline for you in the following pages.  

In this guide I am going to provide you with the knowledge and tools necessary to start 

turning your results around at the micro stakes.  

I do want to make sure that there is no confusion about what is to come though. This guide will not provide any 

miracles and there is no magic pill in what follows. Big time results in poker require massive amounts of 

dedication and perseverance. I will shine a light on the path to huge profits at the micros in this guide but your 

success or failure is entirely up to you.  

You also have to remember that poker is a long term game. Failure to truly understand this concept is by far the 

biggest reason why most people do not achieve the success that they had hoped for in this game.  

For a professional poker player, one or two bad sessions doesn’t mean anything at all. Heck, elite players 

sometimes run bad for weeks or even months at a time. Keeping your wits about you during these periods will 

be more important to your results than anything else. 

Here is what I can promise you though: If you carefully follow the advice given in this short ebook then you 

will without a doubt start seeing much better results at the micro stakes cash games in the long run. 

Alright, let’s get started! 
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The Keys to Massive Profit at the Micros 
 

First things first how should we approach these stakes? The following are what I consider to be the most 

important keys to creating a successful overall strategy at the micro stakes cash games. 

 

1. TAG Poker (Preflop) 
 

Even though it might sound a little cliché, the age old advice to play tight is still absolutely the way to go at the 

micros. You also need to play aggressively in the right spots as well though. This is why I recommend a style of 

play at these stakes that is known as “TAG.” This stands for tight and aggressive. 

What does this actually mean in practice? 

 At a full ring table (9 players) I would suggest playing 15% of your hands. 

 At a 6max table (6 players) I would suggest playing 20% of your hands. 

Furthermore, the hands that you choose to play should be heavily dependent upon your position at the table. If 

you are in one of the first seats to act then your range should be very tight. This is because there are still many 

people left to act behind you and you will usually have to play out of position (OOP) after the flop as well.  

However, if you are on the cutoff or the button then you can open up your range considerably because there are 

a lot fewer people left to act and you will almost certainly be in position (IP) after the flop. 
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Raising Preflop 
Since a big part of a TAG strategy involves being aggressive as well then this means that you should always 

come in for a raise when you are first to enter the pot.  

Bet sizing: I would suggest raising it to 3x the big blind.  

 

For example: 

At NL5 (2c/5c blinds) if nobody else has entered the pot then you should come in for a raise to 15c. 

 

3Betting 
If somebody has already raised it in front of you then you should remain aggressive with a 3Bet sometimes 

especially if you have a premium hand.  

Premium hand = AA, KK, QQ, JJ, TT, AK 

Please be advised though that where the raise comes from is extremely important. 

When somebody raises from early position (the first few seats to the left of the blinds) this typically indicates a 

really strong hand. You should be more inclined to flat call even with some premium hands when this is the 

case. 

On the other hand, when somebody raises from late position (cutoff/button), or in a blind versus blind situation, 

this is often a steal attempt and typically represents a much wider range of hands. You can open up your 

3Betting range in a spot like this and include many non-premium hands as well.   
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Bet sizing: I would suggest making your 3Bet 3x the raise if you are IP and 4x the raise if you are OOP. 

 

For example: 

At NL5 if somebody has already raised it to 15c then you should make it 45c if you are IP and 60c if you are 

OOP. 

The reason why I suggest making it a little bit more when you are OOP is because it is much easier (and far 

more profitable) to play poker with the advantage of position. By increasing the size of our re-raise when OOP 

we are looking to discourage calls and just take it down preflop a little bit more often.  

 

Flatting 
You can also just flat call IP with several non-premium speculative hands as well such as pocket pairs (22-99), 

broadways (AQ, AJ, KQ, KJ, QJ) and a few suited connectors (JTs, 98s, 87s). I would suggest that you keep 

your calling range fairly tight for now at these stakes though. The biggest reason why is that it is much harder to 

win the pot when you don’t have the betting lead.  

It will also be difficult to move bad players off of their hands at these stakes by bluffing. You will need to make a 

real hand much more often at the micros in order to win the pot. This is a lot easier to do when your standards 

for entering the pot are higher. Once you become more confident in your postflop abilities and move up the 

stakes where people fold more often, then you can begin to widen your flatting range. 

Lastly, I would suggest keeping your OOP flat calling range to a bare minimum if you are just starting out at the 

micros. The reason why is because it will be even harder to turn a profit when you give your opponent both the 

benefit of position and the betting lead in the hand. 
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4Betting/5Betting 
Once again if you are just starting out at the micros then I would suggest that you keep your 4Betting and 

5Betting ranges extremely tight. Only do it with the very best premium hands like AA, KK, QQ and AK. Once you 

move up the limits where people will 3Bet and 4Bet you more often, then you can begin to open up your range a 

little bit more in this regard.  

 

2. TAG Poker (Postflop) 
 

It is important that you employ a similar TAG style of play after the flop as well. So once again what does this 

mean in practice? 

 

The Flop 
If you follow the preflop advice given above then you should have the betting lead most of the time when you 

see a flop. I would suggest making a CBet most of the time as well.  

 You should CBet the flop roughly 70% of the time. 

 Your CBet size should typically be about 60% of the pot. 

Make sure that you tone it down though if you are up against multiple opponents on the flop. It will be much 

more difficult to take it down versus several people and therefore you should have a stronger hand when you 

decide to make a CBet. 
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What Hands Should You Make a CBet With? 

Well since I suggest that you make a CBet nearly 3 out of every 4 times then it is clearly most hands that you 

should be doing it with. Against a single opponent you should make a CBet most of the time if you connect with 

the board in any way. This means any pair and any draw. 

You should also be CBetting quite frequently versus a single opponent with ace high, king high, queen high, jack 

high and sometimes even worse especially if you are IP. 

 

What Hands Should You NOT Make a CBet With? 

I would suggest not making a CBet if you are OOP with nothing and you don’t think that the chances are very 

good that your opponent will fold.  

There are two main reasons why your opponent will not fold: 

 He/she is a calling station.  

 The board is wet and coordinated  

Many of your opponents at the micros will be beginners or recreational players. They like to call a lot. This is why 

it is not wise to run big time bluffs at these stakes. And sometimes when you have nothing at all it is better to not 

even waste a flop CBet on them. 

This is especially the case if you catch a wet and coordinated flop such as: 

5♥7♥8♣  

or  

9♠7♦8♠ 
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There are a ton of hands that potentially could have hit these boards in some way. Your opponent (especially if 

they are loose) could have so many different pairs, two pairs and pair + draw hands on these flops. They could 

also have many different straight and flush draws. 

So if you have nothing at all and you are OOP against a calling station on a wet and coordinated flop, then often 

the most “profitable” play is to actually just check and give up.  

 

Raising  
If you are the preflop caller then most of the time at the micros you should be fast playing your big hands 

(especially two pair+) by raising your opponent’s CBet or by making a bet if they fail to do so. This is especially 

the case versus all of the bad regs and recreational players who call way too much. This is where a huge 

amount of your profit will come from at the micros.  

Do not ever slowplay versus calling stations! 

You should also learn to start raising your draws from time to time against the regs who CBet the flop way too 

much. A lot of the time they will have very little and you can take it down without even having to improve your 

hand.  

 

Flatting  
If you are the preflop caller then you should also be flatting a CBet with many of your weaker top pair hands, 

middle pair hands and draws especially versus the calling stations who you know will not fold to a raise. 

However, it is important that you are still folding the large majority of the time when you have nothing. 
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One of the biggest keys to success at the lower end of the micros in particular is avoiding 

FPS (fancy play syndrome). If you have nothing, just fold. 

 

The Turn 
You should continue with a tight and aggressive strategy on the turn at the micros.  

 I would suggest making a CBet (double barrel) on the turn roughly 50% of the time.  

Now once again, versus multiple opponents you are going to need to tone it down considerably.  

But in general even against just one opponent at the micros you should have a decent made hand or a good 

draw most of the time when you continue betting on this street. You do not want to be firing a double barrel with 

all of the weak hands that I suggested on the flop versus the calling stations at these limits. They won’t fold their 

pair or draw and therefore you are just lighting money on fire by trying to bluff them.  

However, much like on the flop, the board and the turn card in particular should play an important role in your 

decision. Once again we want to stay away from betting with nothing OOP on wet and coordinated boards. 

 

However, if we caught a dry and un-coordinated board on the flop such as: 

2♣2♥9♦ 

or  

J♠7♣3♥ 

And the turn comes with a scare card such as:  
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A♠  

or  

K♦ 

Then you can try and represent this by making another bet on the turn. Only do this versus tight players who you 

think will fold though. Calling stations will just call you down if they have a piece regardless of what the board 

looks like. 

 

Raising and Flatting 
The turn and the river are what I call the “big money streets.” This is because the bets sizes can often represent 

a significant portion of your stack. Therefore it is important that you are getting the max value but also not 

spewing. 

Typically at the micros you should only be raising or calling a CBet on the turn with a strong hand. Due to the 

amount of prolific calling stations in low limit games it is absolutely death to your win rate to run big bluffs on 

these later streets.  

Another classic hallmark of micro stakes players though is passive play. You will encounter many tight regs who 

will often have a strong hand when they fire a double barrel. Calling down with weak hands against these 

opponents will also hurt your bottom line. 

Lastly, if your double barrel gets raised at these limits then you typically need to have the nuts in order to 

continue. Passive players will simply not take an extremely aggressive action like this without a huge hand.  
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The River 
Last but certainly not least is the river. You need to continue with a tight and aggressive strategy on this street as 

well.  

You should only be triple barrelling with a very strong hand (at least top pair, top kicker). 

But in general you should have a good hand most of the time even when you are just making a normal bet on 

the river as well. The reason why of course is that many players at the micros like to call a lot and they will look 

you up widely. Therefore, you should keep the bluffs to a minimum and you should only ever attempt one on a 

scare card versus a tight reg who you think might fold.  

On the other hand though, you should be value betting frequently at the micros. There is always a ying for every 

yang in poker. If they are going to call with a wide range, then you can value bet them with a wide range as well. 

So if you are up against a recreational player or a calling station reg then you should be routinely making value 

bets with hands like top pair weak kicker or even middle pair.   

Lastly, just like on the turn, if you get raised on this street it is typically an extremely strong hand and you should 

fold unless you have a huge hand yourself. Most micro stakes players are passive and they are very rarely 

bluffing when they take an extremely aggressive line like this. 
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3. Bankroll Management 
 

In the long run poker is a game of pure skill. The cream always rises to the top eventually. However poker is also 

a game that comes with plenty of ups and downs in the short run no matter how good you are. 

The technical term for this is “variance”.  

Something that you will have to get used to even at the very lowest stakes is losing days. Sometimes you can do 

absolutely everything right but still lose even against really bad players. 

It is important to understand that this is actually a really good thing. The reason why bad poker players keep 

depositing and financing the entire industry is because sometimes they get lucky and win.  

If poker were like chess where there is no luck in the short run, then they would get sick of losing and either quit 

or get better. The game would then cease to be profitable.  

However the beautiful thing about poker is that there is a large element of chance in the short run. This allows 

bad poker players to win just often enough to sustain their interest in the game. It also allows them to remain in a 

perpetual state of denial about their own abilities and blame their lack of success on bad luck.  

The turbulent nature of the game in the short run means that we must be properly bankrolled in order to 

withstand the ups and downs though. So once again what does this mean in practice? 

I would suggest that you have at least 30 buyins for any limit that you are playing. 

When I say “buyin” I am referring to the maximum amount that you can put on the table in most micro stakes 

cash games which is 100 big blinds. 
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For example: 

At NL5 where the maximum buyin is typically $5 this means that you should have at least $150 in your bankroll 

in order to play this game. 

Many people prefer to have 40, 50 or even more buyins for the limit that they are playing though. I think this is 

fine especially if you are currently struggling at these stakes. The lower your win rate the higher your variance 

will be. So a bigger bankroll is always preferable.  

There is a point though where you are probably wasting your time by being too conservative with your bankroll 

as well. So I would probably cap it at 50 as an upper limit. Always keep yourself somewhere between 30 and 50 

buyins for your current limit and you will be just fine.  
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4. Effective HUD Use 
 

HUD stands for “Heads Up Display.” A HUD is a component of the popular poker tracking programs such as 

Pokertracker and Hold’em Manager. These programs process the data from hands that you have played and 

provide highly useful statistical information on your opponents. The HUD simply puts these numbers on the 

screen for you.  
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Let me first be clear on one point: You do not have to use a HUD in order to be successful at the micros.  

And if you are just starting out at the very lowest stakes then I would actually recommend that you stay away 

from using one for now. It is better that you focus your energy on getting used to the online game and getting the 

fundamentals down. 

However, I think that if you are serious about having big success in online poker then it is a mistake not to invest 

in one. A HUD will not turn you into a crusher overnight. However, when used correctly, the data that is provided 

on your opponents will help you make better decisions at the poker table. This will ultimately increase your 

bottom line. The ability to review your sessions and find your leaks is also invaluable to your improvement. 

The most important key to effective HUD use is a good setup. The right stats have to be included on your screen 

and they need to be organized in a way that makes sense to you. Furthermore, you need to understand how to 

use the data correctly and avoid sample size errors. 

In the most popular article in the history of my website “How to Optimize Your HUD For Today’s Micro Stakes 

Cash Games” I cover all of this and more. You will learn: 

 What each of the HUD stats mean and the technical abbreviations that are used 

 How I sort the stats on my HUD and use them to make poker decisions 

 Sample size convergence for various stats 

 Complete HUD customization including how to add or remove stats, change fonts, prefixes etc. 

 FREE downloads of both the lite and full versions of the custom Pokertracker 4 HUD profiles that I use at 

the poker tables 

As mentioned in that article I use Pokertracker 4 when I play online. I think it is the most easy to use, efficient 

and customizable poker tracking program and HUD available. If you are serious about online poker then I would 

highly consider at least checking out the free trial and seeing for yourself how useful it is. For more information 

on Pokertracker 4 and the download link for the free trial, click here. 

http://www.blackrain79.com/2013/09/how-to-optimize-your-hud-for-todays.html
http://www.blackrain79.com/2013/09/how-to-optimize-your-hud-for-todays.html
https://pokertracker.com/?a_aid=BlackRain79
https://pokertracker.com/?a_aid=BlackRain79
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5. Play Against Bad Poker Players 
 

I gotta be honest with you here. It does not matter if you follow everything else in this guide perfectly to the letter. 

If you fail to consistently play with bad poker players then it is not possible to make massive profits at the 

micros or at any other limits for that matter.  

Bad poker players (fish, whales or recs as they are sometimes called) are simply the lifeblood of the entire poker 

industry. You can’t have a bunch of people consistently taking money out of the poker economy if a bunch of 

other people aren’t putting money back into it.  

This is what bad poker players do.  

While they get lucky on occasion as we discussed before, most of the time they are losing their money at a 

prodigious pace and having to reload their account. Most of these players play the game purely for fun and have 

no intention of trying to improve. If you really want to crush the micros then it is your job to go consistently find 

the recreational players and get on their left. 

 

So how do you find the bad poker players and get position on them? 

Well first off I would recommend that you stay away from playing Zoom or its equivalents on other sites. Zoom is 

fast paced and extremely convenient and that is why it is full of tight multi-tabling regs. Furthermore, the “fast 

fold button” actually makes it much easier for the few recreational players that you do find to play a lot better.  

This is because they no longer “get bored” and play all sorts of bad hands. They can just fast forward to the 

good ones. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, is the fact that position is a hugely important in poker. In 

Zoom, even if you do get to play against a fish, there is no guarantee that you will have position on them. 
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In order to consistently play against bad poker players in position you need to do the following: 

 Understand how to spot bad players immediately through both HUD and non-HUD tells 

 Play on regular tables 

 Start your own tables 

 Tag all bad players immediately 

 Use the find a player option 

 Leave tables that are full of regs immediately 

 Snipe the “jesus seat” on short-handed tables 

 Play more at the right time of day 

 Poker site select 

It is not possible to cover all of these topics in detail in this short guide. However, I have written at length about 

all of them before on my website. I would suggest that you go check out my “Ultimate Guide to Table Selection 

for Today’s Micro Stakes Cash Games” for much more.   

 

 

 
 

 

 

http://www.blackrain79.com/2014/08/the-ultimate-guide-to-table-selection.html
http://www.blackrain79.com/2014/08/the-ultimate-guide-to-table-selection.html
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6. The Mental Game 
 

The final key to big success at the micros is the mental game. More specifically, I am referring to reducing how 

much you tilt. Now I used the word “reduce” instead of “eliminate” here for a reason. This is because as long as 

you are human then you will always tilt to some degree. Nobody likes to lose and sometimes things can go really 

bad for long periods of time in this game.  

The biggest difference between the top winners in poker and everybody else is in how well 

they deal with adversity.  

Most people focus so much of their attention these days on becoming more technically proficient at the game. 

And don’t get me wrong, this is still a very important thing. 

However, the number one factor affecting your results in poker is what goes on between your ears when things 

inevitably go bad. The biggest winners are able to control their emotions better than others and employ effective 

quitting strategies if they feel like they cannot.  

This is especially true with the online game because you will see hands so much faster than in a traditional live 

poker game. When things go bad in online poker it can be mind-blowing to some people who aren’t used to the 

speed of the game.  

A deep understanding of the following two principles has helped me develop a solid mental game: 

 The long run is all that matters 

 The short run is therefore meaningless 
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Now don’t get me wrong, I still regularly get pissed off when I get a bunch of bad beats in a row like anybody 

else. However, I will not allow my emotions to affect my decisions at the poker tables. If I am starting to 

feel tilted to any significant degree then I will simply quit for the day. 

I know that this short term variance has absolutely no bearing on my long term results in the game. I also know 

that the games will always be there tomorrow and that I can return with a clear head and ready to play my best 

again. 

 

Ignore Short Term Results 

Something else that has helped me tremendously in reducing tilt is to just simply stop paying attention to my 

short term results altogether. If you are properly bankrolled as I suggested above then there is no logical reason 

why you need to know what happens on a day to day basis. Even week to week results are largely meaningless. 

Anything can happen in the short run. Do not even bother trying to understand it. It is totally pointless. Focusing 

on short term results can only serve to bring you down if they are bad or give you a false sense of 

accomplishment if they are good. 

If you are truly committed to big success in this game then you will need to accept that the long run is the only 

thing that matters. 
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Thank You! 
Thank you for reading this short guide on how to make big profits at the micros. I have used these strategies for 

years myself with huge results. It is my utmost hope that they can do the same for you. 

I also wrote this ebook as a thank you for joining my newsletter. I look forward to helping you achieve your goals 

at the micros. I will be sending you plenty of more strategy advice and blog updates soon to get you crushing! 

In the meantime I would invite you to go check out the “Start Here” page on my website. I have written dozens of 

in depth strategy articles for the micros in the past few years. I have organized all of my most popular posts 

there according to topic and skill level.  

You can also feel free to come say hello on social media as well. 

 Facebook   

 Twitter 

Thanks again for reading and talk soon! 

 

- Nathan “BlackRain79” Williams 

 

 

http://www.blackrain79.com/p/start-here.html
https://www.facebook.com/BlackRain79
https://twitter.com/BlackRainPoker

